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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this note is to prove that there exists a Markov trace on the Yokonuma-Hecke
algebra. A motivation to define a Markov trace on algebras of type Hecke is to get polynomial
invariants for knots in the sense of Jones construction [7].

The Yokonuma-Hecke algebra Y,,,, (u) can be regarded as a u-deformation of the wreath prod-
uct C,1 S,~ where C, denotes the cyclic group with r elements and S,, is the symmetric group on
n-symbols. In the case u = p'l and r = pfl - 1, with p a prime number, the algebra Y,,,,(q) is the
endomorphism algebra for the permutation representation of GL(n, q) respect to one unipotent
maximal subgroup, see [8]. Thus one has a natural epimorphism 0 from the algebra Y,n(q) onto
the Hecke algebra Hn (q) (recall that Hn (q) can be realized a's the endomorphism algebra for the
permutation representation of GL (n, q) respect to one Borel subgroup).

The Yokonuma-Hecke algebra (of type A) is a quotient of the framed braid group Br,n
C 1 Bn, where Bn is the braid group of type A, and Bn~ acts on Cn by permutation [9]. More
precisely, one consider a presentation of Br,n by generators and relations (Proposition 1). Then
the algebra Y,,n(u) is defined as the quotient of the group algebra of Br,n, over C, by the ideal
generated by a certain family of quadratic expressions, see (11). Notice that these quadratic
relations go, by q$, to the classical Hecke quadratic relations.

Let Y,, = C and put Y,,, = UoY,,,(u), where Yr,n-l(u) is regarded as a subalgebra of
Y,n,(u). The goal of this note is to prove the theorem below (cf. [2, 10, 11]).

Theorem. (Theorem 12) Let z, (1, ..-. , (,- be in C, and let us put .= 1. There exists a
unique linear map tr on Y,, with values in C, such that tr(l) = 1, and

tr (at') = itr(a) (1• i < r, a E Yn)

tr(agnb) = ztr(ab) (a, b EYn)

tr(ab) = tr (ba) (a, b E Y,)

The theorem is proved using the same method developed to prove the existence of Markov
trace on the Hecke algebra, see [3]. Thus, in particular, we have modeled some very known
results (see Lemma 5 and Proposition 10) to our situation.

2. FRAMED BRAID GROUP

Let Bn be the braid group on n strings of type A. The group Bn can be presented (Artin's
presentation) with generators al, Un- , and braid relations of type A:

(1) ori a = aj or for i -ji >1,
aioajor = oita3 for Ii - A1 = .

Set C = (t) the cyclic group with r elements. Set C = Cr ... Cr (n times) and ci
(1,.. ,t,.. ,1)E C, where t is in the position i. Recall that C~ has a presentation with

generators cl,. . . , c,~ and relations

(2) c = 1, cic cci for all i, j.

Using the canonical projection from Bn onto the symmetric group Sn on n symbols, ai - si
(i, + 1), we obtain that B& acts by permuting the factors in Cr'. We denote by Br,n, the wreath
product Cr Bn, that is, Br,n is the semnidirect product of Crn with Bn (notice that Bl,n is Bn,
and Bra, is Cr).

I Cn~ - Br,n 'T Bn ~+ 1
Let us denote by to (or simply by t) the element t(cl) :=(cl, 1), by t 1 (for i > 1) the element
t(cj) := (ci,l1), and by a- the elements ir-1 (a)= (, c) of Br,n. It is easy to check that the
elements t = to, arl, ... , of Br,n satisfy the relations: orit = t (i > 1), tlto71

=lert

and

(3) r...acItT orl =1 .. tl .j.. i= t.
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Proposition 1. The group B,,n has a presentation with the generators t,ol,.. or- and re-
lations (1) for ori,.. O'n-1 and

(4) tr= 1

(5) cxit tori for i> 1

(6) o.io-toj1 ora7 au7 .. jattaj...oi
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Proof. Because Br~ is the semi-direct product of B, and Crn, one gets a presentation for B,,
with generators t = t, tl . . .. tn-1, O01,. . , rn-1 and relations (1) for the ori's, relations (2) for
,4cj), and the following mixed relations:

or. tioaj = W (oj, ti),

where w(aj, ti) is a word in the tk'S. (see corollary 1, chap. 10 [61). But it is straightforward
to see that this last family of relations can be written as the family of relations constituted by
relations (5), (6) and

ti. 1 for ji

(8) ojir,. i for j> i+ 1
ti for j <i,

for any j and i > .
Now relation (3) defines t (i > 1) in terms of t and ai's. Then, one obtains that B,,n can be

presented by t, ul, ... , rl with the relations given in Proposition 1, and with the relations in
()t 1 (for i > 1), and:

(9) titj = tt 2 .

To finish the proof of the proposition it remains to prove that t = 1 and relations (9), (8)
are consequences of the relations given by Proposition 1.

It is trivial to see that t = 1 comes from relations (4) and (6). Now, using induction, one
will see that (9) is a consequence of the relations given in Proposition 1. Thus if i = 0, one must
prove that totj = ttO, for all j. Which is trivial for j = 0, 1 (see (7)). Let us suppose j > 1.
One has totj = t(orjtj-lof'1) = jtt-lof'7 = ojt-ltoj' = (jt-loj-)t = tto. Therefore
tat, = tjtO, for all j.

Now suppose that the affirmation is true for i. We must prove that for all j: t+ 1tj = tti~l.
Using the same argument as above, one can easily verify that it holds for j i + 2. In the case
j =i ± 2, one has

= (oi~itio )(Gi+2oi+tiOr'if 1
2 )

- 1 ti-1 -1
= Ori+lt4o'i+ 2 0ri+1tiri+2 '-i+1o'i+2

= a 4 +tUi+lti U+ c7 o+ 2 aor+l

= U~~~~i+2 ilti i+2GA½ih'

= ti+2ti+1.i+ i~
3 



Finally, in (8) the cases j =i and j > i + 1 follow trivially from the definition of t. In the
case j < i, one has

-1 1 ~~1 -1
= ri ... ajo+ojtjl07~ Uj+ 1 o 

=ti.

El

Corollary 2. For any 1 m < r one has:

- l for j = +

tT for j >±
tn for j <.

Remark 1. Let B,,,, be the framed braid group [9], that is, the wreath product C Bn, where
C is the infinite cyclic group. Omitting the relation 4, Proposition 1 holds for B..n

Remark 2. Let S,, and S,, be the finite versions of the framed braid groups Br~ and B,~n
respectively. More precisely, Sr, is the group Cr Sn, and So~ is the group C 1 Sn (notice that
S,, is S,, and S2,n is the Goxeter group of type B). One has that Proposition 1 holds for the
group Sr,, if we omit relation (7), and we add the relations a? = 1. Using this presentation for

S, one can prove that any element f S,, can be written in the form:

(10) WO0 .. Wn1

where PO := {, tm 1 < m < r - ,wi E Pi, and

Pi := {1, tT,siw; w E P- 1, 1 < m < r -< (1 • t-1)

Cf. section 2[2].

Notice that from the canonical epimorphisms C -~C, and Bn - Sn, we get the commu-
tative diagram

-* ,nB,n -+ Bn - 1

1 .1 1
Sc.,n -+ Sr,n -+ Sn -

Finally, according to the diagram above, one can consider the lifting to Sr,n of the length
function £' of S,,. For example: (tsi) = £'(s1 ) = 1, s = (i, i + 1).

Lemma 3. For any s, sj and g E S,, such that £(sigsj) =£(g) and £(sig) = £(gs, one has

sig = gsj.

Proof. See Lemma §7.2[5]. E

3. HECKE ALGEBRAS

In the following we fix a parameter u E C'7.
The Hecke algebra Hn Hn(u) at parameter u is defined as the quotient of the group algebra

of Bn factoring out the quadratic relations u = u + (u - 1)ri. In other words the Hecke
algebra Hn (u) is the associative algebra (over C) with generators 1, hl,. . . , hn- 1 and relations:
hihj = hjhi for Ii - i > 1, hhjhi = hjhihj for i - i = 1, and

h2 = u +(u -1)hi for all i.
4



Analogous to the Hecke algebra we are going to define the algebra Y,' = Y,n(u) (of type A)
as a quotient of the group algebra of B,, factoring out certain exotic quadratic relations. To
do this we introduce the following elements e in C,,

r E Im i

Lemma 4. For all i one has:
(4.1) oriei = o

(4.2) e -ei
(4.3) ecOi = ec, where c' := oicT,c C E

Proof. Let us prove (4.1). One has critit; 1loK- 1
=(~ti')at'j tit- . Therefore

u~o- K_, where Ki is the cyclic group generated by tit-l.
Now we can rewrite ei as e = r-ZE.x then it is clear that criea-' ei, i.e. aiei = eo1.

The proof of (4.2) and (4.3) is trivial. El

Lemma 5. For any s, sj and g E S,, such that £(sigsj) = e(g) and £(sig) = £(gsj), one has

(i) sigej = eigsj and (ii) gej = ejg.

Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on the length of g. Let us put g cs, (g) = 1. There
are two cases: i = r or i ,~ r. In the first case the condition (sig) = £(gsj) implies j = 

then the lemma is true. Suppose now that we are in the case i r. Notice that the condition
£(sigsj) = e(g) says that one must have i = j. Hence i - ri > 1. Finally one can check that
sigei = eigsi. I. e. the lemma is true for any g of length 1.

Now, suppose the lemma is true for the elements of length less than M. Set g = Cski ... Sk
a reduced expression for g. One has two possibilities: £(g) > (sig) or i(g) < £(sig). For the
first case one has Sig = SCSki ... Sk = CSi~ki .. k. and in virtue of Matsumoto's lemma
(see §1.7 [4]) one can write g = csig', where f(g') <in. Then

sigej = csssglej

= Csi sieiglsj (induction hypothesis)
= Csi eisig'sj

= eicsig'sj = eigsj.

Suppose now that (g) < (sjg). Then one has (sigsj) = (g) < (sig) = £(gsj). Thus one
apply the first case on the elements gsj and si: s(gsj)ej ej(gsj)sj. Hence sigej eigsj.

The proof of (ii) follows directly from (i) and Lemma 3. E]

Definition 1. The algebra Y,, = Y,n,(u) at parameter u is defined as the quotient of group
algebra of B,,, by factoring through the ideal generated by the "quadratic expressions":

(11 o,? - 1 - (u - 1)ei + (u - 1)eioi.

We denote the image of ori under the canonical epimorphism Br,, --+ Y, by gi, and the
image of t (respectively ei) again by ti (respectively ei).

In other terms Y,n, is the algebra generated by 1, gl, ... , g,-, t and defining relations formed
by the braid relations (1) for the gi's, and:

(12) tr = 1

(13) git = tg1 for i> 1

(14) gi ... gi tgl- g-1 = -1 . 91 1..

(15) tgl tg-1 = gi tg7 1t

Now the element i E Y,n, is

ti= gitj-lg[1 = g71ltiiggi.
5



One can now prove without difficulty the following proposition.

Proposition 6. The algebra Yr,n has a presentation with generators 1, .. ,gn-,1, *., and
relations:

rj 3 rj ri for all z,yj

Tj gj = qiig, (j)

gigj = gJgi for i -j >1
gigjgi = gjgj for ji - jj 1

9?= 1 -(u -1)e (1- gi),

where gij(j) is the result of the action of (i, i + 1) on j.

Now, notice that Lemma 4 holds in Yr,n, then we get

g7' = gi - (U' - 1)ei ± (u 1 - 1)eigi.

Furthermore, the natural embedding Br~ C Br,n+l induces the tower of algebras

C C YriC C Yn C Yrn+l C..

Lemma 7. For all i, one has:

(7.2) giej = eig = r- 1 Z1<m<r t~, gt-
(7.3) t belong to the center Of Yn

Proof. We prove (7.1)

= g,_1 gg_1trn g-1
m_ -

= gilggit, .1i-gi1

=gi-lti- 2 gi 1iglg

One has timl~-, tT ' 1 (tigi)ti, t= titi-l.t7T, then (7.2) follows.
The assertion (7.3) follows directly from Corollary 2. E

Proposition 8. All elements in Y,,n can be written as a linear combination of words in t,g, gn-1
having at most one an E {- , tnm- ; 1 <- m < r}.

Proof. The proof of the proposition uses the same argument of induction used in Lemma 3.1[1].
From (11) and Lemma 7 it is easy to check that the assertion is true for n = 2.

Suppose the assertion is true for n. Now, any element in Y,,n+l is a linear combination of
words in t, g1, .. , gn~. Let M be such a word, we must prove that M is a linear combination
of words having at most one a E {, tn'; 1 < m < r - 1}. For that, it is sufficient to prove
that if M has two occurrences Of an, then M is a linear combination of words with at most one
an. Thus, suppose that M = MianM2anM3, where Mi belongs to Y,,n. Furthermore, one can
suppose that M2 is a word in t,gi1,.. ,gn- with at most one an-l.

Now, if M 2 does not have an-,, then M = M1M 2an2M 3 . From (1 1) and Lemma 7 one gets

M= M 1 M 2 M 3 + 1 (U - 1) Z: MM 2 t- t-M3 ±r 1 l(U-1 Z M1M 2t' gnt-2jM3 .

1<m<r 1<mr

Thus, the assertion is true in this case.
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In the case that Al 2 has exactly once a~,one can rewrite M like M~fa,''-aaM 2 , where
M,', M2 are words in t, gi . .. g,,-,. Thus, we need only to prove that the words below are a linear
combination of the words having at most one oz, (we shall say that the word can be reduced),

whereM, M 1 , M 2 ,M3 E {,2,. .. , r-1}.
Trivially the words in (i) and (viii) can be reduced.
The reduction of words (iii) and (v) is direct from Lemma 7.
Using tgn = gnn1 we deduce that the word in (iv) can be reduced. In a similar way a

reduction for (vi) can be taken.
We are now going to reduce the word in (vii). One has

tM1gn1t12 g= t t~l-

1t 1+m2lgg -1

1 Ml2 -1

= gn-19gn,1 nt 2 gn19

= gnlMIM

Finaly to educ the ord n (ii, = n~~+2

Thus the word in (vii) was reduced.leuswi:

(17) gntnM1 9n = gntnmlgn g n n +( - 1)n-( 1eg)

Now using Lemma 7 we deduce that gntn-lgn can be reduced. 1

The next task is to prove that Y,, admits a basis formed by words in normal form. By
definition the normal words Of Yr,n are the words

(18) VaV1 ... Vnl

where v E Ri, R0 : {l,t tin 1 < m < r - 1}, and

Proposition 9. Yr,n is linearly spanned by the normal words.

Proof. The assertion is true for n = 1 (recall that Y,, (u) CCr,) Suppose that the proposition
for n is true. From Proposition 8 the algebra Yr,fl+i is linearly generated by the words in the

form
(i) Al1, (ii) M~2tn.M 3 , (iii) M 49nM 5 ,

where the Mi's are words in t,gi,...,nl
Now from the hypothesis of induction the Mi's ae a linear combination of normal words

of Y,n. Therefore, the proof is reduced to prove that the words in (ii) and (iii) are a linear
combination of normal words, where now the Me's are normal words in Y,..

Let us Put Al3 = V0~ .. Vn-, where v E j Then in (ii) we have

(iv) M 2 tCM3 = M 2 tCV0 ... Vn1= M 2V0 . .. Vnl2tT7Vn-1 

If Vn-1 = t' , we get M 2tCM3 = M2v0. ... Vnl2Vnl-tC, which is a normal word in Yr,nl+1*

If vi = n~-~~2 ,where V' 2 C Rn-2, one has

M 2 tCM3 = M 2 V ... Vn2t~n-lVn'-2
= M 2 V0 ... Vn2gn-1 tnTVn'2

= (M 2 V0 ... V-9-~L)T
7



Because the words above belong to Y,, we deduce from the hypothesis of induction that (iv)
is a linear combination of normal words.

Let us put M,5 vo0 . v,,-, where v E R,.. Then in (iii) we have

M 4 g.MS = M4g.V0 . Vo (M4V .. .- 2)gnv.

Now from the fact that g,,vn,- E R, and as the word between parenthesis belongs to Y,,, we
get that M 4g, MI5 is a linear combination of normal words. E

Before concluding this section we shall show that the set of normal words is linearly indepen-
dent in Y,.,, For that we may use the same method used by J. Tits to prove the analogous claim
for the Hecke algebra, see Appendix [5] and §7.1-7.3[41. The sketch of the proof is as follows.
Set V = CS,,we are going to define certain homomorphisms of C-algebras p and A from the
Yokonuma-Hecke algebra to the algebra End(V). Thus for any t E C' one can define pt and At
as the homotheties ptg =tg and Atg gt, and for gi one put:

f sig for £(sgig) > A(g)
sig - (u - 1)ei(l - si)g for t(sig) <et(g)

{gi gs, for eAgsi) > (g)
A9 { gsi - ( - 1)g(l - si)ei for eAgsi) < t(g)

(cf. Proposition 2.14[8]).
It is obvious that pt~t = Apt, for any t, t' C. Now, using essentially Lemma 3 and

Lemma 5 one can prove that p9,A., = A-,,p 9 , for any i, j. More precisely, one makes the proof
by distinguishing according to the length of g, sg, gsj and sigsj; for instance, suppose that
i(sig) > £'(g), £(gsj) > £(g) and i(sigsj) < (sig), then one has:

g sg - 4~ i (sig)sj - (u - 1)sig(l - sj)ej,

9 A-~ 9S gsj- si(gsj) - (u - 1)ei(l - si)gsj.

Now using Lemma 5 one obtains that these expressions are equals. Thus one can prove that the
map t -+ Pt, gi -4 p92 defines a homomorphism of C-algebras p: Y,, -+ End(V). In particular
one can deduce that p(g) is C-linear. Furthermore, one has that,

-1 1

Thus any linear combination E9 a.,g = 0 (where g run the normal words (18)) becomes a linear

combination >jW agw_1 = 0, where now w run the elements of S,,,, (see (10)). Therefore a = 0,
for all g, that means that the normal words is a set linearly independent. Hence

Proposition 10. The set of the normal words is a C-basis for Yr,fl. Hence the dimension of
Y,fl is rnn!.

4. MARKOV TRACE

In the following we write Y, = Yr,n, and let us put

n>O

where, by definition, Yo = C.

Proposition 11. The map 0:
T

ED~= 1oziED(a 0b) t.-* Zai t +agn b

defines an isomorphism of (Y, Yn)- bimodules 4:(Yn ED ... (D Yn) ED Yn Oy,ly YYn -1

8



Proof. q$ is surjective because any word in Y,,±1 is a linear combination of words involving (only)
the words:

vg,,w and w~tn' (1 < m < r),

where v, w and w E Y,,.
On the other hand, using Proposition 10 one deduces that Y~ ®y Y', is spanned linearly by

the set

tnn ,g . nin- ;1<m<r,1< ,vi omlwr nY}

Therefore the dimension of (Yn ED ... E) Yn) E) Yn~ Oy 1 n is less or equal than

rrnn! + rrnn! + (n - )r(rnn!) = rn~l(n + 1)!.

Then 0 is an isomorphism. n

Theorem 12. Let z, Ci, .. , Cr-1 be in C, and let us put C 1. There exists a unique linear
map tr on Ym, with values in C, such that tr(l) = 1, and

tr(at') -C(tr(a) (1 i < r a E Yn)

tr(ab) =tr(ba) (a, b E Y).

Proof. One defines tr recursively as follows. First, one defines tr on YO = C as the identity and
on Yi = CC, by tr(tm ) Cm < m < r. After, using the proposition above one defines tr on
Yn~ by

tr(x) ( itr(cei) + ztr(ab),

where 0- 1(x) = ai + (a®0 b).
From the construction of tr, it is clear that it only remains to prove that tr satisfies the trace

condition, that is

(19) tr(xy) = tr(yx), for all x, y E Y~

According to Proposition 8 one can suppose that x and y ae words having at most one

In the case where y does not contain -yn it is easy to check the trace condition. In fact, set
x=a-ynb (a, b E Yn) and let us distinguish between yn = gn or y,, = t'. If yn = gn, one has

tr(xy) = tr(ag~by) = ztr(aby) = ztr(yab) = tr(yagnb) =tr(yx),

and if -yn t=n

tr(xy) = tr(at' by) = tr(abyt'7) = ~mtr(aby) = tr(yabtm) = tr(yx).

We will now prove that the trace condition holds in the case where y does contain yn Notice
now that one can suppose that y y,. One can also suppose that a and b ae words having at
most one -y,-l. Then let us write a = a'7yn-a" and b = b'y7- 1b, where a', a", b' and b belong
to Y,_ 1. Notice that in the case -yn-l t 1 one can put a = 1; idem for b.

To prove the trace condition, one shall make it according to the distinct - = g,,, t' and
'Yn- = gn-l, n-l Thus one obtains sixteen cases to be analyzed. In fact one can check that
for all these cases the trace condition (19) holds. The checking of these cases is only a large
computation. For that, we will analyze only three of the more representatives cases.

Case x = agnb, y = g, a = a'gnl-a` and b = bq-b1
9



One has

tr(xy) = tr (ag. b'g -1gnb")

= tr(ab'g,,g,, 1gb")

= tr(ablgn-lgngn-b")

=ztr(ab'g'- 1b")

=ztr(abb") ± z(u - 1)tr(ab'en-ib") - z(u - 1)tr(ab'en-lgnb").

On the other hand,

tr(yx) = tr(gna'gn-la"gnb)

= tr(a gng-gniab)

= ztr(a gn~lalb)

= ztr(a'a%) + z(u - 1)tr(a'en-la"b) - z(u - 1)tr(a'en-lgn.la"b).

It is clear that

ztr(ab'b") = ztr(a'gna"b'b") z 2 tr(aia"bb") = ztr(a'b).

rom the induction hyphothesis easily one gets:

tr(ab'e-i b") = tr(a' enila"b) and tr(ab'e-lg-i b")= tr(at en.19n- alb).

Therefore in this case one gets the trace condition.
Case x= agnb,Y gn, a =a'gna" and b= bt 1 :
One has

tr(xy) = tr(agnb't 1 n)

= tr(ab'9ntn'U19n)

= tr(ab'gnt )
=tr(ab't') + (u - 1)tr(ab'etm!) -(u -1)tr(ab'eng,,t').

On the other hand

tr(yx) = tr (9na'gn allgnb)

= tr(a' gngnilgnallb)

= tr (a/ gn..lgngn-a"b)

= ztr(a Wg_1 alb)

= ztr(aVa%) + z(u - 1)tr(a'en-la"b) - z(u - 1)tr(a'en-lg.-a"b).

Now, ztr(a'a"b) = ztr(a'a~btm 1) = z(,ntr(a'a"b') = mtr(a'gnila"b') = Cmtr(ab'). Therefore

(20) tr(ab't') = ztr(a'a"b).
10



One has ztr(a'e,,-a"b) = ztr(a'enlallbltm ) = ztr(a'a"b'elt' ). Now, if we denote by pi
the corresponding m + r - i reduced mod r to the form 1 fi < r, then we get

Ztr(afen-ialb) = r 1 ' zCtr(a'a"b't'n2)

=r
1 ll z(,tr(a't'-2 a"b')

= r 1 E(Mtr(a'tn-2niallb')

= r 1 ~(,,tr(ab't, -1)

= tr~a'(r' tit -)tm).
IIt

Therefore

(21) (u - 1)tr(ab'entn') = z(u - 1)tr(a'en-la"b).

One has

ztr(alen-lgnila"b) =ztr(a'en-lgn-a"b'tm 1 )

=ztr(a'e-lgnit'n 1a"b')

=ztr(a (r-1 i~ t~igiJ 2 )a11bl)

= z tr(a n-j2 allbl)

= ztr(a'tnn-2 gn-a"b')

= ztr(a'g,,-albtmU ztr(ab).

One has

tr(ab'e,,gntn) = tr(ab'r-1 >j tgtn 1 n

tr(ab'r-1 n- n

= ztr(abr- iZt-i 1 )

= ztr(ab'tm1 ) =ztr(ab).

Hence
ztr(a'en ign-ila"b) = tr(ab'eg,,tm).

From this equality, (20) and (21) one gets the trace condition.
Case x= ag,,b, Y= gn,a = d' and b =bY' 1

One has tr(xy) = tr(agnb't' n rabgt 1 ~ t~bgt) Thn

tr(xy) = tr(a'tp 2 gtv)

=tr (a'bg 2tli~t

Therefore tr(xy) -tr(a 'g2 tWb'E n ngat1 gbt 1 t~x.I
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